We investigate conditioning Galton-Watson trees on general recursive-type events, such as the event that the tree survives until a specific level. It turns out that the conditioned tree is again a type of Galton-Watson tree, with different types of offspring and a level-dependent offspring distribution, which will all be given explicitly. As an interesting application of these results, we will calculate the expected cost of searching a tree until reaching a given level.
Introduction
The asymptotic shape of conditioned Galton-Watson trees has been widely studied. For example, one could condition on the number of nodes of the tree being n, and letting n → ∞. In a lot of cases, the limiting tree is quite well understood, see for example the survey paper by Janson [2] . Some work on finite conditioned trees has been done by Geiger and Kersting [1] , who studies the shape of a tree conditioned on having height exactly equal to n. In this paper, we will investigate conditioning on events of a recursive nature (as explained in section 5), one example being conditioning on survival to a given level. In sections 2 and 3 this example will be worked out. The main idea is that we consider different types of nodes, and the type of a node is determined by the type of her children. The offspring distribution of a node depends on its type and on the level of the tree where this node is living. For trees conditioned to survive until a given level, we give a direct construction in Section 2. In Section 3 we show that this construction indeed leads to the desired conditioned tree. Section 4 gives an application: determining the cost of searching a tree to a given level. The model takes into account costs for having a lot of children, but also for walking into dead ends. The results from sections 2 and 3 lead to recursions that enable us to calculate the costs. For the case of Poisson offspring these recursions are analyzed, including an investigation of the asymptotically optimal mean offspring. Finally in Section 5 we give a general setup that can be used to condition trees on suitable events. Recursive relations that characterize such events will be given, together with some illustrative examples. In particular, we will show how conditioning a tree on having height exactly n fits into this framework. Our results therefore contain the case that has been studied by Geiger and Kersting.
Notation and preliminaries
We will consider rooted Galton-Watson trees with arbitrary offspring distribution, that can depend on the current height (or generation). We use the notation 0 to denote the root of a tree. Define the set of trees of height 0 as T 0 = {0}, so only the tree consisting of the root. Then we define inductively for k ≥ 1 the set of trees of height k:
For a tree T = [T 1 , . . . , T n ] ∈ T n k−1 , the trees T 1 , . . . , T n will be called the children of T . We now define the Galton-Watson probability measure on T k , with offspring distribution µ l at height l ≥ 0, for arbitrary probability measures µ l on N(= {0, 1, . . .}). Define independent random variables W l ∼ µ l . Define P 0 as the trivial probability measure on T 0 : P 0 (0) = 1. Now define inductively the probability measure P lk for 0 ≤ l ≤ k and k ≥ 1 as the following probability measure on
and for all T 1 , . . . , T n ∈ T k−l−1
The intuition is that the second index determines the size of the final tree we are considering, whereas the first index determines at which level we are building up the tree (so P lk generates trees at level l of size k − l). We are interested in P 0k , which is the Galton-Watson probability measure on T k (trees cut off at height k), with offspring distribution µ l on height l.
Conditioning on survival to level k
In this section we will define an alternative measureP lk on T k−l , that allows us to efficiently construct a Galton-Watson tree conditioned on reaching level k (or on extinction before level k). In the next section we prove that indeed P lk =P lk . We fix k ≥ 1 and for 0 ≤ l ≤ k we define A l ⊂ T l to be the set of all trees T ∈ T l that reach level l (A 0 = T 0 ). Since T ∈ A l if and only if at least one of its children reaches level l − 1, the events A l satisfy the following recursive relation
Let p lk be the probability that a tree starting at level l reaches level k, so for 0 ≤ l ≤ k
We will constructP lk as a Galton-Watson tree with two types of children. A child born on level l ≤ k is of type 1 if it is an element of A k−l (that is, if it has at least one descendant at level k in the original tree). All other children are of type 2. Consequently, our tree will have different offspring distribution for each level. Introduce the independent random vectors (W lk , X lk ) ∈ N 2 , 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, where
Here W lk represents the total number of children of an lth level node and X lk the number of type 1 children. We start by defining probability measuresQ lk on A k−l ⊂ T k−l , for 0 ≤ l ≤ k, and probability measuresR lk on
We takeQ kk (0) = 1, and for 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1 we let
For all other trees the measuresQ lk andR lk will be defined inductively.
4) (defining products over empty sets to be 1) and
If, on the other hand, m = 0 (and therefore T ∈ A k−l ), we definẽ
(2.5)
, so m = n ≥ 1 and the second product in (2.4) is empty. SoR kk does not play a role in the definition ofQ lk andR lk with 0 ≤ l ≤ k −1. Finally, we define for 0 ≤ l ≤ k (note that p kk = 1)
as a measure on T k−l .
We can describe the random tree T ∼P lk as follows: we first toss a coin to determine whether T is in A k−l (probability p lk ) or not (probability 1−p lk ). If T ∈ A k−l , then we choose it according toQ lk , otherwise we choose it according toR lk . When T ∼Q lk , we choose (W lk ,X lk ), whereW lk is the number of children andX lk the number of children that will lie in
Thẽ X lk children that lie in A k−l−1 are distributed over theW lk positions uniformly at random. Then for each child in A k−l−1 we draw a tree according toQ l+1,k , and for each child not in A k−l−1 , we draw a tree according toR l+1,k . If, on the other hand, T ∼R lk , then we choose (W lk ,X lk ) ∼ (W lk , X lk ) | X lk = 0. SinceX lk = 0, all thẽ W lk children are in A c k−l−1 and for each of them, we draw a tree according toR l+1,k . In this way we have described the random tree as a Galton-Watson tree with two types of children and different offspring distribution at each level. Note that conditioning P lk on A k−l is trivial: we simply have to draw T according toQ lk . A similar conclusion holds for conditioning on A c k−l , in which case T ∼R lk .
The two random trees are equally distributed
Fix k ≥ 1 and define all measures as before. We will check for all 0 ≤ l ≤ k and every T ∈ T k−l that the probability of that tree under P lk andP lk is the same:
Proof. ClearlyP kk = P kk = P 0 . We continue using induction on l, where we fix k:
, where the second equality follows from the fact that W lk = 0 implies X lk = 0. Furthermore
This last expression is precisely the probability (under P lk ) that all children of a tree starting at level l are in A c k−l−1 . This is by (2.1) exactly the case if the tree itself is in A c k−l , implying that
Since m ≥ 1, we have
Now we use that for
Plugging this into the expression forP lk (T ) and using the induction hypothesis,P
A completely analogous calculation shows thatP lk (T ) = P lk (T ) if m = 0. Therefore,
We conclude that if we condition a Galton-Watson tree T ∼ P 0k on A k , then T ∼Q 0k , and if we condition T on A c k , then T ∼R 0k .
The cost of searching a tree
We will use the results of the previous section to determine the expected cost of "searching" a tree. Suppose we draw a random tree T ∈ T k , and we wish to determine if T reaches level k. We start with a searcher in the root at cost 1, and determine how many children the root has. This will cost us K times the number of children. Then we move our searcher to one of the children (chosen at random). This will cost us 1. Now we determine the number of children at this node of the tree. If at some stage we get to a node without any children, we backtrack to a node where there are still undiscovered children. Remember, each time the searcher moves to a new node, we pay 1, and each time we determine the number of children of this new node, we pay K times the number of children. We stop when we reach a node at level k. If the tree has no descendants at level k, we start all over with a new tree. However, we do remember the total cost we made for the unsuccessful tree! What will be the expected cost for reaching level k, given some fixed offspring distribution at level l W l ∼ µ l ?
Recursions for the cost
Fix k ≥ 1. Define A l ⊂ T l as the set of all trees of height l that reach level l. Define C k as the total expected cost of searching a tree until reaching level k, including possible restarts. We also define D lk as the expected cost we make to reach level k when we condition a tree starting at level l to reach level k, and E lk as the expected cost for searching the entire tree when we condition the tree starting at level l not to reach level k. We choose
This corresponds to saying that if we reach level k, we just pay 1 and we do not look for any children. Furthermore, if we start a tree at level k − 1 and condition it to not reach level k, then we will have 0 children, and therefore we also only pay 1. We have the following relations: if T ∈ A k , then we expect to pay D 0k , and if T ∈ A k , we expect to pay E 0k and then we start all over again. The number of unsuccessful trees we have to search is Geo(p 0k ) distributed, so
Furthermore, if we are at level l, and we condition on not reaching level k, then all children of this tree will not make it to the last level. The number of childrenW lk in this case, according to (2.5), is distributed according toW lk ∼ W lk | X lk = 0. So
Since we know E k−1,k , we can now calculate E k−2,k , . . . , E 0k . We also have a recursive relation for D lk : our searcher will try the children of a node at level l until she encounters a child that will reach level k. Since we are interested in D lk , we condition on there being at least one such child. We therefore know that the distribution of (W lk ,X lk ) (i.e., the total number of children at level l and the number of children reaching level k) in this case is given by (W lk ,X lk ) ∼ (W lk , X lk ) | X lk ≥ 1. The expected number of "dead ends" (children that will not reach level k of T ) tried by the searcher before trying a successful child, conditioned on (W lk ,X lk ), is given by (W lk −X lk )/(1 +X lk ) (there areW lk −X lk unsuccessful children and each of them has probability 1/(X lk + 1) to appear before the first successful one). Each "dead end" will correspond to an expected loss of E l+1,k . So we get
We know that D kk = 1, so this enables us to calculate D 0k , . . . , D k−1,k , and thereby C k .
Poisson offspring
Suppose that all levels have the same Poisson offspring, so W lk ∼ Pois(µ). Then also the number of successful children is Poisson distributed: X lk ∼ Pois(µp l+1,k ). In this case we have p kk = 1 and for
Define W ∼ Pois(µ). Elementary calculations show that
The resulting recursions for the cost don't seem to be easily exactly solvable. Nevertheless, they give rise to some interesting observations. The analysis that follows shows that if µ is large, the cost will also be large. The cost also explodes if µ is close to zero. Remarkably, in both cases an unsuccessful tree costs approximately 1.
Asymptotics for large µ
If µ is large, then p lk ≈ 1 and µ(1 − p lk ) ≈ 0 for all k and l ≤ k. Therefore, This basically means that only the successful tree plays a role in the cost. Also the costs for ending up in dead ends have no significant influence on the total search cost. For each level we just have to pay K times the expected number of children.
Asymptotics for small µ
If µ is close to zero, then
and since p kk = 1, we have that p lk ≈ µ k−l . It follows that
Note that here only the unsuccessful trees are important. We expect p 
Numerical results
To give an idea of the behaviour of the cost function, we present some numerical results in this section, without giving any proofs. Figure 1 shows the shape of the cost function for K = 10 if the search goal is the 10th level in the tree. For comparison we also show the asymptotic curves for small and large µ (on a logarithmic scale since the cost rapidly grows as µ tends to zero). In this case the cost is minimal when µ is about 1.68. It is interesting to see how the optimal value µ opt of µ changes when we vary k and K. The left plot in Figure 2 suggests that for K fixed, µ opt is increasing in k and converges to a limit. For small K there is not much to say: if there is no penalty on having many children, µ opt tends to ∞ if K → 0. Taking K large is more interesting: the right plot in Figure 2 gives evidence that µ opt also converges when k is fixed and K goes to ∞. The limit lim k→∞ µ opt can be interpreted as the optimal value of µ in the infinite tree as a function of K. This function is practically the same as the bold curve in the right panel of Figure 2 . A numerical estimate for the double limit of µ opt is given by 
Search cost in the infinite tree
In the infinite tree we have two types of nodes: successful ones (i.e. their progeny reaches infinity) and unsuccessful ones. These types do not depend on the level anymore. We define p as the probability that a node is successful. This survival probability satisfies
We assume that µ > 1, to guarantee that p > 0. The cost for searching an infinite tree is infinite, therefore we consider the cost to 'get one step closer to infinity'. More precisely, we look at the expected cost C ∞ to move the searcher from a successful node to a successful child of this node. The number of successful children X, given the total number of children W again follows a binomial distribution :
The cost satisfies:
where E is the expected cost to search an unsuccessful tree. The second expectation in this expression is the number of unsuccessful trees that have to be searched before picking a successful tree. E satisfies
and consequently
Similar calculations as before lead to
Now we evaluate the expected cost:
where the last approximation holds for K large. Eliminating µ gives
The optimal choice for µ is therefore
where p 0 minimizes C ∞ . For K → ∞, minimizing µ/p gives (denoting by W −1 the lower branch of the real-valued Lambert W function)
which is equal to the numerical estimate obtained in Section 4.2.3.
Generalization
So far we have focused on trees conditioned on survival to a fixed level, but the ideas can be easily extended to a more general setting. As a first simple example, we can define A l to be the set of all trees [T 1 , . . . , T n ] ∈ T n l−1 such that at least two of the children are in A l−1 . The measuresQ lk andR lk will again be defined as in (2.4) and (2.5) for trees in A k−l and in A c k−l respectively. Only the conditioning on X lk in both equations has to be adapted. The resulting measureP 0k can be used to construct a tree conditioned on having a full binary subtree reaching level k. In the examples discussed so far, the set T l is partitioned into two subsets: A l and A c l . To state it differently: we distinguished between two types of trees, trees that are in some sense successful and those that are not. Allowing for partitions into more than two subsets widens the spectrum of events we can condition on and, as we will show, the machinery still works. We will discuss two examples where it is natural to consider three types of trees. In the first example, we condition a tree of height k on the property that each node (except those at the last two levels) has at least two grandchildren. In the second example, we condition the tree on having height exactly k, thus producing an alternative for the construction of Geiger and Kersting [1] . We will now set up our general framework and show how these examples fit into it. We start by choosing k 0 ∈ N and partitioning T k 0 into m subsets A . This partition will be the starting point to recursively define partitions of T l , l > k 0 into sets A (i) l , i = 1, . . . , m. Fix k > k 0 : this will be the (maximum) size of the trees we are considering. We adopt the notationT ≺ T to state thatT is a child of T . For trees in T l , l > k 0 , we recursively define a function N l : T l → N m that counts how many children of each type an element T of T l has: will contain exactly those trees for which the counting vector N l (T ) is in B l,i :
Examples
Let's see how the examples mentioned in this section fit into this framework. We start with a tree conditioned to have a full binary tree up to level k. Choose k 0 = 1 and partition T 1 into the two sets
Then define for each l > 1
For T ∈ T k , one easily checks that T ∈ A
k precisely when T has a full binary subtree reaching level k. As a second example, consider trees in T k where each node (except at the last two levels) has at least two grandchildren. We start by choosing k 0 = 2 and partitioning T 2 into three sets:
2 = {T ∈ T 2 | T has at least two children and at least two grandchildren}, A (3) 2 = {T ∈ T 2 | T has at most one grandchild}.
Define for each l > 2
This construction guarantees that if a tree T ∈ T k is of type 1, then the root has precisely one child, which is of type 2. Furthermore, T is of type 2 if the root has at least 2 children of either type 1 or type 2. Otherwise, T is of type three. The set A
(1)
k contains exacty all trees in T k such that each node up to level k − 2 has at least two grandchildren. We need three types in this construction, because if we only check that the children of a node have at least two grandchildren, then this node itself may have only one grandchild (a node is allowed to have only one child). As a last example, consider a tree in T k that is conditioned to reach level k − 1, but not level k. We start by choosing k 0 = 2, and partitioning T 2 into three sets, namely correct trees, short trees and long trees:
This construction guarantees that if a tree T ∈ T k is of type 1, then it has at least one child that reaches level k − 1, and no children that reach level k. If T is of type 2, all its children do not reach level k − 1, and if T is of type three, then at least one child reaches level k. Conditioning on being in A
k therefore gives the desired result.
Conditional measures
Define p
. We can calculate this probability in a recursive way. Denote, for q ∈ [0, 1] m with q i = 1, by Multi(n, q) the multinomial distribution where we distribute n elements over m types, according to the probabilities q i . We also choose independent random variables W lk ∼ µ l according to the offspring distribution at level l. Then, for l < k − k 0 p
As before, we want to define the conditional measureQ
To do this, define the independent random vectors X lk = (X
Of course, this represents the number of children in each of the types. For each N ∈ N m we define the combinatorial constant
For l = k − k 0 , we define for each T ∈ A
Next, we inductively define the measuresQ As usual, empty products are taken to be 1. Note that this definition is valid for all T ∈ T k−l : we simply getQ Theorem 2 For all 0 ≤ l ≤ k − k 0 and T ∈ T k−l , P lk (T ) =P lk (T ).
Proof: The theorem is true by construction for l = k − k 0 . Now suppose that we have already shown that P l+1,k =P l+1,k . Choose T ∈ T k−l and suppose T ∈ A (i) k−l . P lk (T ) = p P lk (T ).
As a final step we use that
and this is exactly the probability that a tree under P lk is an element of A lk , which implies that P lk (T ) = P lk (T ). As before, conditioning T ∼ P lk on T ∈ A (i) k−l simply means that the tree followsQ 
